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Abstract
Equine grass sickness (EGS) (equine dysautonomia) is a neurodegenerative condition of grazing equines. Pre-mortem
diagnosis of EGS is a challenge for practitioners as definitive diagnosis requires ileal/myenteric lymph node biopsies. This
study aimed to develop a clinical score that could be used by practitioners to improve the detection of acute or subacute
EGS cases in the field. Suspected EGS cases were declared by veterinary practitioners. A case was classified as confirmed
positive if ileal or rectal biopsy samples showed neuronal degeneration typical of EGS. A semi-quantitative scoring system,
including epidemiological and clinical data, was created to attempt to classify suspected EGS horses into confirmed positive or negative cases. Each variable was weighted based on a boosted regression trees model, while taking into account its
clinical relevance. Twenty-eight EGS cases were confirmed by biopsy during the entire study period. The best cut-off value
for the score to have a high sensitivity while maximizing specificity was 8, with a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of
53%. In our dataset, 77% of animals would be correctly classified with this cut-off value of 8. Highest sensitivity was chosen
in order to detect the highest number of potential cases. Our score represents an inexpensive and useful tool to aid in the
identification of suspected EGS cases in the field and selection for further diagnostics procedures to confirm or rule out the
disease. Application of the score to larger populations of animals would be required to further adapt and refine the score.
Keywords Equine grass sickness · Dysautonomia · Clinical score

Introduction
Equine grass sickness (EGS) (equine dysautonomia) is
a debilitating multisystem neurodegenerative condition
of grazing equines first described in Scotland in the early
Electronic supplementary material The online version of this
article (https://doi.org/10.1007/s11259-017-9704-y) contains
supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
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1900s. The precise cause is still unknown, though since the
first description of the disease, several theories have been
proposed, including alsike clover (Tri- folium hybridum)
(Tocher et al. 1923), Clostridium perfringens enterotoxicity
(Gilmour et al. 1981), insect vectors (Lloyd 1934), and fungi
(Robb 1996). Recently there has been a growing body of evidence to support a theory of toxicoinfection with an exotoxin
produced by Clostridium botulinum type C (Hunter et al.
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1999; McCarthy et al. 2004). The pathology of the disease
involves degenerative neuronal changes in the autonomic,
enteric, peripheral and central nervous systems (multisystem
nervous disease) with a high case fatality rate (95%) in the
acute or subacute forms (Wylie and Proudman 2009).
The condition predominantly affects young horses
(< 8 years old) with access to grazing, in the springtime
(McCarthy et al. 2001). Clinical signs of the disease include
colic with ileus, dysphagia and salivation, patchy sweating,
ptosis and muscle tremors, and it can be classified into acute
(duration less than 2 days), subacute (duration 2 to 7 days)
or chronic (duration more than 7 days) forms. The acute
and subacute forms of the disease are invariably fatal or
necessitate euthanasia due to severe fluid distension of the
stomach and small intestines in acute cases, or due to firm
pseudoimpactions of the caecum and large colon in subacute cases with persistent colic signs (Wylie and Proudman
2009). Chronic cases of the disease may recover with intensive nursing care and specialised feeding, though a proportion of these also require euthanasia due to severe dysphagia,
anorexia and resultant cachexia (Pirie 2006). The current
gold standard of diagnosis is by biopsy of the cranial cervical or caelio-mesenteric ganglions or by ileal biopsy as the
characteristic pathological changes are seen most consistently at this site of the gastrointestinal tract (Scholes et al.
1993; Milne et al. 2010). Non-invasive diagnosis in live
animals is currently presumptive, and relies on the history,
clinical signs, epidemiology and ruling out of other causes.
A clinical prediction score is a decision-making tool for clinicians that includes variables from the history, physical examination of the animal and simple diagnostic tests, and that provides
the probability of an outcome (Laupacis et al. 1997). Given the
invasive nature of the tests necessary to prove the diagnosis of
EGS, we tried to develop a clinical prediction score to assist
with recognition of EGS cases in the field and aid in the decision
making process when faced with a suspected EGS case.
This study aimed to develop a clinical score system that could
potentially be used by practitioners to try to improve the detection of acute or subacute EGS cases in the field when faced with
a horse with colic signs, based on simple epidemiological and
clinical variables, in order to improve detection of the disease
in countries (like France) where the incidence is unknown, but
presumed to be relatively low (Wylie and Proudman 2009).

Materials and methods
Case definition
For the whole study period, a case was classified as confirmed
positive if ileal or rectal biopsy samples showed neuronal
degeneration typical of EGS. The results of the histopathology
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of the biopsies allowed the classification of a case as confirmed
EGS positive or negative; those cases that were negative on
biopsy samples were used as control animals. All intestinal
biopsy samples were processed at the same laboratory, and
read by the same pathologist to minimise interpretation bias.

Data collection and sampling
There were two separate parts to the data collection. The
first part, phase A was performed between 1997 and 2010,
and the data from these cases as well as a literature search
were used to identify epidemiological risk factors and predominant clinical signs of horses affected by EGS in France
(Pertriaux 2011). Cases and controls were retrospectively
collected from declarations made to the Equine Surveillance
network for equine diseases (RESPE; http://www.respe.net).
Negative horses constituted the control group for phase A.
Those declarations that did not include diagnostic biopsy
samples were excluded from the study population.
A second part of the study (phase B) was then performed
between 2010 and 2016A form for the declaration of EGS
cases in France was created including information about the
affected horse and the epidemiological context. Participating
veterinarians completed the declaration for every suspected
case of EGS, and sent in standard samples to the partner
laboratories for histopathology and bacteriology/toxin identification. For phase B, in addition to the practitioners’ declarations, several cases with ileal biopsies submitted between
2010 and 2016 were recovered from partner pathology laboratories and classified as confirmed positive or negative for
EGS. Horses that were negative on biospy constituted the
first group of controls in phase B.
Both phase A and phase B cases and controls were recruited
from declarations made to RESPE, and in the final testing of the
score the datasets were merged into one, which included all positive EGS cases and controls diagnosed between 1997 and 2016.
Another control group (C) was then created to further
test the specificity of the score, which included two timematched controls for each confirmed positive case of EGS.
These were selected from horses that were presented to the
Vetagro-sup referral hospital in Lyon for colic signs, with
tachycardia (> 50 bpm), and only included horses that were
allowed access to pasture, but had a final diagnosis other
than EGS confirmed on clinical, laparotomy or autopsy
results, without biopsy samples submitted. These parameters
were chosen so as to include horses that would possibly be
suspected of having acute or subacute EGS when initially
presented in the field.

Statistical analysis
Variables describing clinical signs associated with the
chronic form of EGS were removed as the population studied
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did not include any animals presenting with this form of the
disease. The phenylephrine eyedrop test was excluded from
the model due to missing data and inconsistent findings. In
addition, results of complementary examinations, such as
endoscopy and autopsy/laparotomy were removed from the
score, as these would be unlikely to be performed in a field
situation.
The variables descibing the conditions of the pasture
(Previous cases of EGS detected on the pasture, recent
change of pasture and pasture disturbace) were combined
into one variable as were hypersalivation and dysphagia in
order to simplify the score and limit missing data. For the
remaining variables, a correlation table was calculated and a
principal component analysis was implemented to assess the
correlation between the explanatory variables. Furthermore
a univariate chi squared test was done for each variable, and
a p-value was estimated to measure the association between
each variable and EGS positivity.
Despite the long data collection period, a low number of
cases of EGS were detected during the study, which limitted our dataset, so a combined quantitative and qualitative approach was used to build a semi-quantitative score.
The quantitative data came from a boosted regression trees
(BRT) model, used to assess the relative importance of each
clinical and epidemiological variable in a regression model
of the probability of EGS positivity. The qualitative data
came from literature and the general knowledge of the disease, in order to integrate important factors of the disease
that may not be identified as important by the model due to
the limited number of cases in the database. This combined
approach was used to avoid the risk of developing a score
overfitting our limited dataset.
Firstly a quantitative study of variable influence was performed based on the merged dataset A + B. A BRT model
was built to assess the influence of each variable. A BRT
model is a machine learning method combining regression
trees with weak individual predictive performances into a
single model with higher performances (Elith et al. 2008).
They are able to deal with complex interactions between
variables and stochasticity can be introduced to avoid overfitting, which was important in our case given the limited
dataset. Here we used a bag fraction of 0.75, meaning that
75% of the data set was used at each step of the boosting
process. As part of the final model, BRT assesses the relative
importance of each explanatory variable based on the number of times a variable is used in all trees and its contribution
to the final model improvement. A higher relative importance of a predictor indicates a stronger influence on the
response variable (EGS positivity). Since our objective here
was to rank the explanatory variables to weight them and not
to make inferences between these variables and EGS, we
used a BRT model rather than a generalised linear model.
BRT would better handle the risk of overfitting. We ran 100

BRT models and their performance was assessed by calculating the area under the ROC curve for the training dataset
(AUC) and using a cross-validation process (cvAUC). The
relative importance of each variable was then merged with
known factors of EGS that may not be well reflected by our
dataset and a weight for each variable determined based on
both known epidemiology of EGS and the model results.
The scoring system includes epidemiological data such
as time of year and conditions of pasture, as well as clinical data including age of the horse, predominant clinical
signs, and results of simple complementary examinations
performed, such as rectal palpation.
For each horse, the clinical scoring system gives points
for each clinical or epidemiological criterion met. Each criterion was weighted either 1,2 or 3 based on BRT rankings
as well as the importance of the variable in the context of
the disease as determined by literature review and clinical
experience. BRT variables with a relative influence (RI)
greater than 30 were scored 3, those with a RI between
5 and 30 scored a 2 and those with a RI less than 5 were
scored (1) The weight for each variable was then altered
according to the importance in the disease state according to
literature and clinical experience, with the more important
epidemiological variables based on literature review and
clinical experience weighted at 3, and the more important
clinical symptoms at (2) The total score was then obtained
by the addition of the points and weighted by the number
of criteria scored in order to limit the bias introduced by
missing data.
A final score was determined for each horse and the
performance of the score was then assessed on the merged
A + B dataset, and the specificity re-assessed by applying it
to an additional dataset (C) with only negative horses that
may have been suspected of EGS.
The minimum, maximum and mean scores for each group
were calculated. Each clinical and epidemiological variable
of the EGS positive groups was compared to the negative
and control (C) groups by Chi-squared tests. Analysis of the
different epidemiological and clinical factors reported was
performed using commercial software (Stata 7.0, R version).
A p-value less than 0.05 was considered significant.
A ROC curve was then created and the area under the
ROC curve was calculated firstly for dataset A + B, and secondly using dataset A + B as well as C; a score with the highest sensitivity for each group was selected in order to have
the highest chance of detecting the presence of the disease.

Results
In phase A, a total of 34 declarations were made, and finally
9 cases were confirmed as EGS positive, while a further 11
were confirmed negative. The other 14 were suspect cases,
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but lacked a diagnostic biopsy sample for confirmation, and
so were not included in the study. In phase B, there were 19
confirmed positive cases of EGS, with 15 negative cases on
ileal biopsy. Additional 37 control cases that included colic
cases with a diagnosis other than EGS, but without ileal
biopsy constituted the group C. Group C included horses
with a final diagnosis of large colon impaction or displacement, small intestinal strangulating lesions, anterior enteritis
and/or gastric impaction (Table 1).
In the final score, the epidemiological variables included
whether or not the animal had access to pasture, the pasture
conditions (recent change of pasture/previous EGS case on
the pasture/disturbance of the pasture), season the disease
was detected, and the age of the horse. The clinical signs that
remained included tachycardia (> 50 bpm), depression, palpebral ptosis, muscular tremors, dysphagia, transpiration and the
rectal palpation findings. Limited correlations were observed
in this final set of variable compared to the initial full set (See
supplementary table 1 and 2 and supplementary Fig. 1).
Chi squared tests identified significant differences
between positive and negative cases for access to pasture
(p = 0.01), pasture conditions (p = 0,038) and season, with
cases identified between April and June (p = 0.032). For the
clinical parameters evaluated, there was a significant difference between positive and negative cases for muscle tremors
(p = 0.032) and dysphagia/hypersalivation (p = 0.026).
The BRT model ranking of the most important disease
factors revealed changes in pasture conditions to be the most
important factor in our dataset, followed by transpiration as a
clinical sign, with muscle tremors and dysphagia ranked next
(Fig. 1) The trained area under the curve of this BRT model
was 0.8638 (sd = 0.0099, n = 100) while the cross-validated
AUC was 0.715 (sd = 0.043, n = 100).
Table 1  Summary of results
showing the number and
percentage of horses positive for
each variable in each part of the
study, with p-value results of
unvariate chi-squared analysis

The final score is shown in Table 2. The epidemiology
variables were weighted as follows; 3 for access to pasture
even though in the BRT model it was ranked low, this is
an important aspect of the disease as an animal without
access to pasture cannot contract the disease; 3 for conditions of the pasture, as it was ranked highest in the BRT
ranking and is of importance in disease context, 2 for season as this scored in the middle on the BRT model, and
is clinically relevant to disease context, and 1 for the age
of the horse as this is less important in the model and less
relevant clinically. The major clinical signs were weighted
2 (Muscle tremors, dysphagia, transpiration and rectal
palpation findings), while the minor clinical signs were
weighted 1 (tachycardia, depression and palpebral ptosis).
The average clinical score for confirmed positive cases
in phase A was 10 with a range of 5 to 19. Negative cases
had an average score of 9 with a range between 3 and 17.
In phase B the average score for confirmed positive cases
was 15.05, with a range of 8 to 20. For negative cases the
average score was 9.4, with a range of 2 to 18. The control
group C had an average score of 9.7, with a range of 4 to
14. Finally, all positive cases had an average score of 13.42
with a range of 5 to 20, and all negative and control cases
had an average score of 9,5 with a range of 2 to 18.
A ROC curve was created and the area under the curve
calculated for horses in both parts of the study (phase A
and phase B). The area under the curve was 0,82, with
a standard error of 0,07 (95% CI 0,68 to 0,96) (Fig. 2).
Using this curve we can see that a score of 8 would
give a suspicion of EGS with 100% sensitivity (95% CI
92–100%) and 53% specificity (95% CI 38–68%). At this
score, 77% of horses would be correctly classified. The
higher the score, the more likely that the animal has EGS.

Feature

Daily access to pasture
Pasture conditions
Less than 8 years old
Presented April to June
Tachycardia > 50 bpm
Depression
Palpebral ptosis
Muscle tremors
Generalised/localised sweating
Dysphagia/Hypersalivation
TRP:Hard faeces, dilated SI, LI impaction

Confirmed
positive case
(phase A and
B)

Confirmed
Control group C
negative (phase
A and B)

n

%

n

%

n

%

24/24*
9/18
15/27
17/28*
19/24
22/27
12/19
16/24*
12/16
16/26*
19/26

100
50
55.5
60.7
79.2
81.5
63.2
66.7
75
61.5
73.1

19/25
5/25
12/25
7/26
16/26
21/26
4/13
8/25
11/23
8/26
14/23

76
20
48
28
61.5
80.8
30.8
30.8
47.8
30.8
60.9

37/37
3/37
21/37
23/37
37/37
21/37
0/37
5/37
11/37
0/37
28/36

100
8.1
56.8
62.6
100
56.8
0
13.5
29.7
0
77.8

*p < 0.05 between Phase A and Phase B, excluding the control group C
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p-value

0.01
0.038
0.586
0.037
0.174
0.947
0.131
0.032
0.09
0.026
0.184
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Fig. 1  Graph showing the
BRT75 model relative influence
for each variable in the final
score

50

BRT model relative influence

40

30
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With the addition of the control group C, the area under
the ROC curve works out at 0.83, with a standard error of
0.06 (95% CI 0.71 to 0.95).

Discussion
The identification of acute or subacute EGS cases can be
complicated, especially for field veterinarians working in
areas of low disease prevalence, where the clinical features
of the disease may not be well known to the veterinarians,
and so could be misinterpreted, leading to misdiagnosis.
Diagnosing the condition is however important, even if only
done on a post-mortem histopathological specimen. While
there is no treatment for acute or subacute EGS, and the condition is invariably fatal in most cases (Pirie 2006), recognising the suspect cases, and making a confirmed diagnosis will
not only enable better identification of the distribution and

Paddock

Depression

Age

Hardfaeces

Tachycardia

Dysphagia

Season

Muscletremors

Transpiration

Change

0

prevalence of the disease in a specific area or country, but
also help to identify other animals at risk (McCarthy et al.
2004). This in turn could also help researchers to identify the
underlying cause and aid in vaccine or treatment development (Pirie and McGorum 2016).
At present, a toxicoinfection with a Clostridium botulinum Type C neurotoxin is suspected to be involved in causing the multisystem nervous lesions (Hunter et al. 1999), and
researchers are working on a vaccine strategy to try and prevent the disease (Hedderson and Newton 2004; Ireland et al.
2016). Identification of at risk horses or properties becomes
essential in determining which animals could be included in
a field trial of the vaccine, or those that should be regularly
vaccinated should the vaccine become commercially available. In this study, only a few animals (five confirmed positive cases and two negative cases) had samples submitted
for Clostridium botulinum C and D detection (enrichment
culture and PCR detection) in intestinal content as well as
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Table 2  EGS Prediction score
showing each variable with
weight assigned

EGS prediction score
1. Epidemiology
Does the horse live in the field or have daily access to grass/paddock?
YES
NO
Pasture condition - change of pasture/work in pasture/previous EGS cases detected?
YES
NO
How old is the horse?
8 years or younger
Older than 8 years
In which season was the disease detected?
Spring/beginning of Summer
Other
Epidemiological score :
2. Clinical signs
Tachycardia (> 50 bpm)
Depression
Palpebral ptosis
Muscular tremors
Generalized or localized sweating (neck, flanks, base of the ears or tail)
Dysphagia (eats slowly)/Hyper salivation
Rectal palpation - presence of hard, mucous coated faecal balls, intestinal distension without
displacement and/or hard large colon impaction
Clinical score
TOTAL

BoNT detection and typing in serum and intestinal content.
Samples were all evaluated at the Pasteur Institute in Paris.
All submitted samples were negative for the organism and
the toxin, in comparison to a study done in the United Kingdom, where 45% of EGS cases and 4% of healthy animals
had positive bacteriology or toxin Type C results based on
faeces or intestinal content (Hunter et al. 1999). The negative
findings in this study could be due to differences in sampling
site, sample preservation, transport methods or laboratory
techniques, or, indeed a different causal mechanism for the
disease. Due to the low number of samples submitted, further conclusions are difficult to draw.
Confirmed cases of EGS in this study included only animals with the pathognomonic histopathological changes present in the enteric nervous system. These changes included
chromatolysis of the ganglia with nuclear eccentricity, pyknosis and karyorrhexis (Scholes et al. 1993). Intestinal biopsies are best done in the ileal region, as this is the part of
the intestine most consistently and severely affected (Pirie
et al. 2014). Biopsies of the ileum can be performed at postmortem examination, or alternatively via a laparotomy or
laparoscopy (Bracamonte et al. 2008), either under general
anaesthesia or standing with sedation and local anaesthesia.
Other possible methods of diagnosis include rectal biopsy
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Score

3
0
3
0
1
0
2
0
/9
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
/11
/20

(Mair et al. 2011), though this is not a sensitive test, with
sensitivity of only 71% (Wales and Whitwell 2006; Kelley
et al. 2008). Lately a new diagnostic test of lingual biospy
has been investigated, which could potentially be performed
on live animals, eliminating the need for invasive diagnostic
procedures; however, further studies are required to evaluate the efficacy and facility of this procedure in the field
(McGorum et al. 2016).
The epidemiological factors that were significantly different between cases and controls in our study are in agreement
with previous reports that access to pasture (Doxey et al.
1991), season (Wood et al. 1998) and previous EGS cases
on the property (Newton et al. 2004) are all risk factors for
horses developing EGS (Gilmour and Jolly 1974), with statistically significant differences between cases and controls
on Chi-squared analysis (p < 0.05).
While there are no pathognomonic clinical signs for the
disease, the presence of colic signs with muscle tremors,
hypersalivation and hard black faeces or intestinal content
are all signs that point towards a possible EGS case, particularly in the absence of hypovolaemia (Wylie and Proudman
2009). The significant p-values in our study indicate that in
this population these signs are also more likely present in
positive cases than in control animals.

Veterinary Research Communications
Fig. 2  Line graph showing
area under the ROC curve for
Phase A and B, with resultant
Sensitivity and Specificity table
for each total score

It has been reported that the phenylephrine eyedrop test,
if positive, is highly indicative of the disease; however, the
sensitivity and specificity of this test is relatively poor at
only 75% (Hahn and Mayhew 2000). In this study population, each time the test was performed (seven confirmed
positive cases and four negative cases), it was interpreted
as positive. This would suggest that the test is non-specific,
and therefore not of high value in the diagnosis of EGS;
however the sample size is relatively small, making conclusions difficult to draw. Another possibility is differences
in technique and interpretation of the test results by different practitioners, as the interpretation of a positive result
requires some experience and exact measurements (Hahn
and Mayhew 2000). For these reasons we chose to eliminate
the phenylephrine test from the clinical score.

Using the scores calculated and the ROC curves we can
try to identify those animals most likely affected by EGS.
Those animals that would be classified as highly probable
with a high clinical score would then be selected for further
diagnostics including either rectal, lingual or ileal biopsies
to confirm or rule out EGS. Thus, an animal with a clinical
score of less than 8 would be unlikely to be an EGS case.
Using this cut-off, the scoring system has a sensitivity of
100%, a specificity of 53%, and 77% of animals would be
correctly classified, based on our dataset. The development
of this score was based on a limitted number of cases and
controls, further application of the score to larger poplulations would allow the score to be refined, and likely alter
the cut-off values and sensitivity of the test. The lower cutoff value chosen here allows for a greater sensitivity of the
score, allowing more potential cases of EGS to be identified.
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The BRT model results were not used directly despite the
better AUC compared to the final score, as the cvAUC shows
that the BRT ranking would be less applicable to a different
dataset. It was felt that the limitted dataset constrained the
results, and the semi-quantitative score would be applicable
to a larger population.
Differential diagnoses of EGS would include botulism,
peritonitis, oesophageal choke and strangulating lesions of
the small intestine. The range of clinical signs that can be
observed would also merit inclusion of any causes of weight
loss, dysphagia or colic; however, dysphagia and weight loss
are more commonly observed in chronic EGS cases (Jago
et al. 2016), and in this study no chronic EGS cases were
identified. Whether this lack is due to underdiagnoses, failure to declare or low prevalence is difficult to determine;
however, it has been previously stated that chronic EGS
cases are more easily recognised clinically, and up to 100%
of cases are correctly diagnosed by experienced practitioners based on clinical presentation and history alone (Doxey
et al. 1998).
One limitation of our study was the low number of cases
confirmed due to the presumed low prevalence of the disease in this country, with only 68 declarations and 28 confirmed cases identified over the entire study period (20 years,
average of 1.4 confirmed cases per year), in comparison to
the United Kingdom where there were approximately 141
cases per year reported between 2000 and 2009 (Wylie et al.
2011). While it is probable that there is a higher incidence of
disease than reported, not all cases would be recognised or
declared by field veterinarians, and not all suspected cases
would have biopsy samples submitted for histopathological
confirmation. It is also likely that the condition is underdiagnosed in this country due to many field veterinarians being
unaware of or inexperienced at recognising the condition. In
addition to this, none of the animals classified as confirmed
cases in this study fell into the chronic EGS category; all
were either acute or subacute cases. Further evaluation of
the scoring system would be required using different populations of horses to evaluate the efficacy of its use, particularly
in the field.
Our results suggest that the score developed can be a useful tool for aiding in the detection of suspected EGS cases
and can give information that can help lead to a clinical
decision in a large proportion of the population studied. It
is not the intention to replace clinical judgement with this
score; its best use is as supplementary information that
can help the clinician make a decision during the evaluation of a patient with a clinical suspicion of EGS. A recent
questionnaire-based study (Ireland et al. 2016) performed
in the United Kingdom reported that while 81% of equine
practitioners felt confident in diagnosing acute or subacute
EGS cases based on history and clinical signs alone, this
percentage decreased to 63% when the question was put to
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mixed-animal practitioners. These responses were from the
United Kingdom where the incidence of disease is up to
100 times or more compared to other parts of the world
(Wylie and Proudman 2009; Wylie et al. 2011), so it can
be assumed that the percentage of practitioners in areas of
lower incidence of disease would feel less confident in the
recognition and diagnosis of EGS based only on history and
clinical signs. If found to be applicable, the clinical prediction score developed here could be of great benefit in helping
these practitioners to detect the disease and make a clinical
decision.

Conclusion
The score developed represents an inexpensive and useful
tool for the detection of suspected EGS cases in the field,
with a clinical score of 8 or greater allowing 77% of horses
in our dataset to be correctly classified as EGS cases, allowing for further diagnostics to be performed to confirm the
presence of disease. Future lines of research will include the
score validation in other settings and on other populations
and larger numbers of horses or the inclusion of the score
in clinical diagnostic algorithms to evaluate the practicality
and utility of the test in the field.
Funding None.
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